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� Synergistic neutron and helium irra-
diation under a temperature gradient
in W monoblock is simulated for
longer time-scales.

� Pronounce formation of helium-
vacancy based defects is observed in
the sub-surface region of the
monoblock.

� Mobility based influence of the heli-
um clusters on the defect evolution
and diffusion length scales is
investigated.

� Extended diffusion of helium in the
bulk monoblock is noticed.

� A measure of the stored energy is
obtained from the defect concentra-
tion in the monoblock.
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a b s t r a c t

Tungsten is the prime candidate material for divertor applications in future nuclear reactors (e.g. ITER
and DEMO). In the present work, a spatially dependent cluster dynamics model is developed to inves-
tigate and understand the microstructure evolution of tungsten under low energy helium implantation
and neutron irradiation varying over bulk length scales of millimetres and irradiation time scales of
hours. The diffusion of helium, helium clusters and their trapping at neutron induced defects is simulated
along the tungsten monoblock depth. The temperature gradient resulting from a steady state heat load of
10 MWm�2 along the monoblock depth is considered and its influence on the evolution of defects is
discussed. The trapping of helium at vacancies and the associated formation of helium-vacancy clusters is
found to be pronounced in the sub-surface layers. A significant influence of helium detrapping from grain
boundaries and dislocations, along with its resolution from clusters, on the helium diffusion length scales
is observed. Additionally, the effect of helium cluster mobility is investigated and overall lower retention
in the monoblock bulk is observed through significant release of helium at the surface.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Nuclear fusion is a potential sustainable energy source, owing to
its near-zero carbon and combustion-free nature [1]. However, the
realization of fusion as a commercial power source requires an
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extensive lifetime of the future reactors and their components.
Particularly, in the case of magnetic confinement based reactors
(such as ITER and DEMO), the plasma facing components (PFC) in
the divertor perform the vital function of extracting heat and he-
lium ash from the plasma, and thus, their service lifetime is critical
for an efficient and continuous operation of the reactor [2].
Furthermore, the design of the PFC (in case of ITER) is based on a
monoblock geometry with bulk tungsten (W) bonded to an actively
water cooled Cu alloy heat sink [3].

The choice of tungsten (W) as the candidate material for the PFC
stems from its excellent high temperature properties such as the
high melting temperature, high thermal conductivity, low sput-
tering yield and low tritium retention [4,5]. In service, the tungsten
monoblocks will endure an extreme environment, characterized by
intense neutron radiation peaking at 14 MeV energy (z 1017-1018

neutrons m�2s�1), low energy hydrogen and helium gas fluxes
(1022-1024 ions m�2s�1) and high heat loads (z10 MWm�2 under
steady state conditions) [6,7]. The high heat loads on the mono-
block surface result in a high surface temperature (z1300+C), along
with a steep temperature gradient in the bulk, thereby introducing
high thermal stresses. Additionally, the defect generation by
neutron irradiation, along with the diffusion and trapping of gas
atoms, particularly helium, will result in defect accumulation in the
monoblock bulk. The accumulated defects in combination with the
temperature gradient will result in a multitude of thermo-
mechanical degradation mechanisms, ultimately limiting the ser-
vice lifetime and the structural integrity of the monoblocks.
Therefore, understanding the evolution of tungsten monoblocks
under the synergistic heat and particle loads at bulk length scales
and time scales representative for reactor-like conditions is
essential for accurately predicting the lifetime of the monoblocks.

The radiation effects of neutrons in metals are well understood
and have been quite extensively studied for fission specific condi-
tions. However in case of fusion conditions, the amount of data on
neutron assisted radiation damage mechanisms is limited. In the
bulk of the tungsten monoblocks, the fast fusion neutrons will
primarily result in displacement damage in the form of lattice de-
fects such as voids and dislocation loops [8]. In addition to the
irradiation damage, the neutrons will also induce solid trans-
mutation elements such as rhenium (Re) and osmium (Os) along
with gaseous elements such as hydrogen (H) and helium (He) [9,10].
Furthermore, the accumulation of solid transmutants over time
promotes solute segregation at grain boundaries (radiation induced
segregation) and precipitate formation [11,12]. In terms of physical
effects, these defects in the irradiated microstructure will
contribute to hardening and loss of ductility, commonly referred to
as neutron embrittlement. Thermodynamically speaking, the
presence of radiation defects and dislocations in themicrostructure
implies a higher stored energy in the lattice, which in combination
with high temperatures will lead to microstructure evolution by
recovery, recrystallization and grain growth. In the past, several
studies have reported the enhancement of recrystallization and
grain growth kinetics in polycrystalline metals under irradiation
[13e17], along with a decrease of the recrystallization temperature
in the irradiated state compared to the unirradiated state [15]. For
tungsten under fusion conditions, this implies that the occurrence
of recrystallization and grain growth in the bulk may be inevitable
as suggested by Mannheim et al. [18], where a multi-scale model-
ling approach was used to predict the microstructure evolution of
tungsten under neutron loads.

The combined effects of plasma particles such as hydrogen
isotopes, helium and the neutron induced defects have not been
widely investigated, mainly due to the lack of an actual fast neutron
source for testing and activation related material handling issues.
To circumvent these drawbacks, a wide variety of studies have used
high energy ion irradiation (self-ion or other ions) as a surrogate for
neutrons, in combination with low energy hydrogen and helium
plasma to mimic the synergistic loading conditions [19e21]. In
some cases, high energy plasma ions are also used. However, due to
the shallow penetration depth of ions, pre-dominantly surface
evolution phenomena such as bubble formation, blister formation,
micro-cracking, and nano-fuzz formation have been observed.

Furthermore, considering the irradiation effects in the bulk, the
behaviour of helium in tungsten is more critical as compared to the
hydrogen isotopes, owing to its chemical inert nature (unlike
hydrogen isotopes), low solubility, high mobility and capability of
forming bubbles, which can further act as trapping sites for
hydrogen isotopes, thereby increasing their retention [21e24]. In
tungsten, the trapping of helium atoms at lattice defects such as
vacancies is reported to be energetically favourable, thereby
resulting in the formation of helium-vacancy clusters [25]. These
clusters develop into larger bubbles and platelets by trapping
mobile helium atoms or vacancies. The interaction between the
helium atoms is attractive in nature, leading to the formation of
helium clusters [26]. The mobility of such helium clusters has been
analysed extensively, and is dependent on the size of the cluster, i.e.
the number of helium atoms inside the cluster [27e30]. However,
the most salient feature of the helium clusters is their tendency to
agglomerate together and to transform into a helium-vacancy
cluster by ejecting a self-interstitial (SIA) atom, thereby acting as
a source of defects in addition to the neutrons. Such amechanism is
known as a self-trapping event and its existence was first experi-
mentally observed in tungsten by Nicholson and Walls [31]. Anal-
ogously, the growth of the helium-vacancy based clusters (helium
bubbles) by ejection of a Frenkel-pair can also occur and is termed
as trap-mutation or loop-punching (in the case when more than
one SIA atoms are ejected together in the form of a dislocation
loop). For tungsten, the validity of trap-mutation events has been
verified in the experimental work of El Keriem et al. [25] and
Iwakiri et al. [32] and in the MD simulations of Henriksson et al.
[33]. Additionally, pronounced trapping of helium at microstruc-
tural sinks such as grain boundaries, dislocations and the sequential
formation of helium bubbles have been observed experimentally in
several metals including tungsten [34e37].

The implications of bubble formation alongwith other defects in
the microstructure can be detrimental as they may lower the
thermal conductivity [38], thereby raising the temperature
gradient over the monoblock and the stresses induced, which may
again promote recrystallization. However, the effect of bubble for-
mation on recrystallization kinetics under fusion conditions are still
unclear.

A number of studies in the past have reported the pinning of
grain boundaries by gas bubbles [39e41] and recently, Guo et al.
[42] have reported retardation of recrystallization following helium
ion irradiation in tungsten. Yet, extrapolating the results from ion
based irradiation studies to neutron based conditions can be
erroneous and more experimental studies within this context are
required. The evolution of the grain size by recrystallization and
grain growth will also have an important consequence on the
evolution of helium bubbles through the depth, as larger grain
sizes, i.e. lower grain boundary density will result in lower trapping
sites for helium, thereby leading to an increase of the diffusion
length scales of helium. In this context, several studies have pro-
posed the use of nano-crystalline and ultra-fine grained tungsten to
mediate the effect of helium bubble formation and growth in the
grain matrix [37,43,44]. Nevertheless, the lifetime of such a fine
grain structure under fusion conditions is questionable (relatively
large grains along with a change in the grain boundary character
have been reported due to recrystallization in the bulk of mono-
blocks following high heat flux exposure by Shah et al. [45]) and the
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formation of helium bubbles at grain boundaries in combination
with high temperatures can assist in high temperature helium
embrittlement [46e48].

The microstructural defect evolution under irradiation is a
multi-scale phenomenon in time and space and its long term
evolution can be modelled using mesoscopic models such as object
kinetic Monte-Carlo (OKMC) or cluster dynamics (CD, also known
as mean field rate theory) [49]. The pre-requisite for both ap-
proaches is adequate input regarding the production rate of defects,
and their energetics and mobility. The fundamental difference be-
tween the approaches relates to the solution method for the defect
evolution. In a CD based approach, the defects evolve determinis-
tically, whereas in an OKMC based approach, the defects evolve
stochastically. An extensive comparison between the two ap-
proaches is provided by Stoller et al. [50]. One of the main limita-
tions of the OKMC approach is the limited simulation volume, of the
order of few hundred nanometers, whereas on the other hand,
theoretically, cluster dynamics has no limitations on the cluster size
and can be used to simulate large defect clusters. However, for the
CD approach, the deterministic solution procedure along with large
defect clusters is computationally challenging and expensive. In
this context, several different schemes ranging from averaging
schemes to the use of hybrid solution procedures have been pro-
posed to reduce the computational cost associated with the CD
approach [51e54].

The dynamics of helium in the presence of irradiation damage in
tungsten has been investigated using the OKMC approach as well as
the CD approach [27,55e58]. In the work of Faney et al. [27], the
formation of nano-tendrils under helium exposure in tungsten was
simulated using the CD approach and a reasonable agreement be-
tween experimental and numerical predictions of the tendril ge-
ometry was obtained. Furthermore, a good match between
experimental helium thermal desorption spectra [59] and numer-
ical predictions were reported, thereby demonstrating the ability of
the CD approach to reproduce the experimental observations.
Recently, Zhao et al. [58] investigated the influence of grain size on
He retention using a CD approach and reported lower He retentions
in coarse grained tungsten. However, the applicability of these
studies is valid for lower ion fluences and considering the practical
application of tungsten monoblocks in fusion reactors, the dy-
namics of helium in conjunction with neutron irradiation at higher
ion fluences has not been studied.

The aim of this paper is to describe the microstructure evolution
of tungsten in terms of defect evolution under synergistic neutron
irradiation and helium implantation conditions at larger length and
longer time-scales. At atomic length scales, the interaction of the
radiation induced defects with helium atoms are accounted for and
these microstructural level interactions are linked to the meso-
scopic length scales by considering a spatial dependency through
diffusion of defects along the monoblock depth. The effect of a
temperature gradient along the monoblock depth on the defect
evolution is discussed. Moreover, the mobility of helium based
clusters on the overall defect evolution and total helium retention is
analysed. Additionally, the spatially varying defect concentrations
predicted by the model are scrutinized in terms of the spatially
varying lattice stored energy, providing a measure for the driving
force for recrystallization and grain growth in the monoblock bulk.
Finally, the importance of helium resolution and sink detrapping
based mechanisms on the helium diffusion length scales for longer
irradiation time-scales (zhours) is highlighted.
1 The term defects in this paper is used to represent both isolated defects (point
defects) as well as their clusters.
2. Numerical model

The evolution of irradiation induced lattice defects,1 along with
their interaction with the plasma implanted helium ions is
modelled using a cluster dynamics approach, based on the work of
Li et al. [60], Faney et al. [27] and Jourdan et al. [53]. The cluster
dynamics approach is an extension of the classical kinetic rate
theory (also known asmean field rate theory [61e64]), inwhich the
temporal evolution of each defect concentration is described by
means of a first order non-linear ordinary differential equation
(ODE), accounting for the production, annihilation and interaction
with other defects. To account for the spatial variation of mobile
defects, an additional term describing the diffusion of defects in
space is introduced, thereby resulting in a partial differential
equation (PDE). Generally speaking, the spatially resolved cluster
dynamics approach can be perceived as a system of coupled
reaction-diffusion equations, and can be expressed generically in
terms of a Master Equation (ME), having the form:

vCqn
vt

¼Gqn þ
v

vx

�
Dqn

vCqn
vx

�
þ
X
q0n

½Jðq0n; qnÞ� Jðqn; q0nÞ� � Lqn ; (1)

where, qn denotes the defect type (mobile as well as immobile), Cqn
the volumetric concentration of the defect at a specific location and
time, and Gqn the production rate of the defect, also known as the
source term. The term containing the second order spatial deriva-
tive accounts for the diffusion in one dimension of the mobile
defect, whereas the terms Jðq0n; qnÞ and Jðqn; q0nÞ are fluxes due to the
growth and shrinkage of the defect by the absorption or emission of
mobile defects (see Fig. 1). The term Lqn accounts for the trapping of
mobile defects at microstructural sinks. Details regarding the na-
ture of the defects and the associated interaction rules are sum-
marized in the following section and the master equations for all
defects are detailed in Appendix A.1.

2.1. Defect evolution process

As discussed earlier, the primary effect of neutron irradiation in
metals is generation of lattice defects, with production of nano-
scale loops and clusters during the initial stage of a collision
cascade, i.e. the heat spike governed displacement. However, the
majority of these defects are recovered during the cooling stage of
the cascade. Furthermore, the self-interstitials tend to accumulate,
ultimately leading to the formation of prismatic self-interstitial
dislocation loops. On the other hand, the surviving vacancies can
assemble to produce three different kinds of defect types, i.e.
prismatic vacancy dislocation loops, planar vacancy clusters and
voids, predominantly governed by the number of accumulated
vacancies and the irradiation temperature [65]. Moreover, the so-
lute/gas atoms produced by transmutation or implantation can get
trapped at the neutron induced defects, thereby forming mixed
defect complexes. In tungsten, conventional TEM and in-situ TEM
based techniques have been widely used to probe the type of de-
fects produced and commonly, defects such as vacancy clusters,
voids, prismatic dislocation loops, helium bubbles (helium-vacancy
clusters) have been observed by literature studies following
neutron [66,67] and ion irradiation [43,68e72]. Additionally, in-
formation about the nature of the dislocation loops can be availed
through inside-outside contrast mode in TEM [73], and both va-
cancy type defects [69,74] as well as self-interstitial type defects
[71,75] have been observed. Thus, following the experimental ob-
servations in tungsten, the type of defects accounted for in the
present model are vacancies (V), self-interstitial atoms (SIAs,
symbol: I), helium atoms (He) and their clusters (Vm, In, Hen with m



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the growth of defect type qn and shrinkage of
defect type q0n , with flux Jqn ;q0n describing the transition between the defects q and q0 .
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and n ranging from 2 to the maximum number of defect species in
the cluster, i.e. MV/NI/NHe) along with the mixed helium-vacancy
clusters (HenVm, with n and m ranging from 1 to the maximum
number of defect species inside the cluster, i.e. NHe and MV).
Furthermore, considering the temperature range of interest (i.e.
600-1500 K) in the present work, the formation of prismatic va-
cancy dislocation loops is ignored due to their relatively low sta-
bility and tendency to transform into voids due to the increased
vacancy mobility at higher temperatures [65].

Vacancies (V), SIAs (I), di-interstitials (I2) and helium atoms (He)
are treated as mobile species. Several literature studies [27,29,76]
have reported small helium based clusters, i.e. Henwith 2<n � 6 to
be mobile within the time-scales of molecular dynamics simula-
tions (MD-simulations). Thus, smaller helium based clusters (here
limited to n ¼ 5) are also treated as mobile species in the present
work. Within the context of mixed HenVm clusters, Perez et al. [77]
have demonstrated through accelerated molecular dynamics
(AMD, time-scales zmilli-seconds) that the mobility of mixed
HenVm clusters is greatly dependent on the number of helium atoms
contained within the cluster and resembles the case of trap-
mutation assisted diffusion. However, the temperature dependent
diffusivity of such clusters is not well defined and in general, the
diffusivity is orders of magnitude smaller compared to small Hen
clusters. It is therefore assumed that the effect of themobility ofHen
clusters on the overall defect distribution and retention is more
significant, than the effect of mobile mixed HenVm clusters. Hence,
all themixedHenVm clusters are treated as immobile species further
on. For the case of SIA loops (In), Jin et al. [78] observed a significant
influence of mobile SIA loops (In, with n ranging between 1 and 6)
on the overall defect size distribution. However, the work from Jin
et al. [78] does not account for the effect of solute atoms on the
overall defect size distribution such as the He atoms, which is ex-
pected to have a major effect on the evolution of the defect size
distribution by trapping at V. A similar conclusion with respect to
the role of mixed (HenVm) clusters on the suppression of the SIA
loop migration is also reported by Watanabe et al. [75]. Hence, the
larger SIA loops (In, n>2) as well as vacancy based clusters (Vm,
m>1) are considered immobile in the present model.

The production of defects due to neutron irradiation following
the time scales of molecular dynamic (MD) simulations is used as
input. The corresponding source term accounts for the cascade and
sub-cascade processes along with the associated defect re-
combinations and introduces defects in isolated and clustered
form. Considering ITER-like conditions and the tungsten mono-
block geometry of the plasma facing components, the helium
production is here modelled using a surface source. The losses of
the mobile defects at microstructural sinks, in the form of grain
boundaries and dislocations are accounted for. The microstructural
sinks are incorporated using a mean field approach, where the loss
of mobile defects is governed by the sink strength. For mobile de-
fects V, I, I2, the microstructural sinks are assumed to be perfect, i.e.
no emission of such defects is allowed, whereas for the solute
atoms, i.e. He, detrapping of He atoms from the sinks is allowed. To
account for the displacive effects of the neutrons on Hen clusters,
mixed HenVm clusters and He atoms at the sinks, the resolution of
He atoms into the matrix by direct collision with neutrons is
accounted for in the present model. The growth of the vacancy
based clusters (Vm) can only occur by absorption of V, whereas the
vacancy based clusters (Vm) can shrink by emitting V or by
absorbing mobile I and I2. Additionally, the mobile He atoms can be
trapped by the mobile V, resulting in the formation of a HeV cluster.

Self-interstitial loops can grow by absorbing mobile I or I2, and
conversely, shrink by emitting mobile I or I2. In addition, the SIA
loops can also shrink by absorbing a mobile V. Aweak interaction of
mobile SIAs by helium based clusters (Hen) has been observed by
Watanabe et al. [75] and Fu and Willaime [79], which was incor-
porated in the cluster dynamics work of Li et al. [57,60] and Marian
and Hoang [80]. However, in preliminary simulations, the influence
of helium bound SIA clusters (HenI) on the overall defect distribu-
tion was found to be negligible, with relatively low concentrations
(similar magnitude as reported by Li et al. [57,60]). Hence, the
interaction between the helium based clusters (Hen) and SIAs (I) is
ignored here. A similar conclusion with respect to the importance
of such a clustering reaction has also been drawn by Gao and
Ghoniem [81]. As the interaction between helium atoms is attrac-
tive in nature, the growth and shrinkage of helium based clusters
(Hen) by absorption or emission of mobile He atoms is allowed.
Furthermore, literature studies addressing the minimum size of
helium based clusters for occurrence of a self-trapping event (i.e.
the formation of a helium-vacancy cluster (HeV) accompanied by
the simultaneous formation of a SIA) are not conclusive. Thus, in
the present work, the occurrence of self-trapping event for Hen
clusters with more than 6 He atoms is accounted for, based on the
density functional theory (DFT) simulations of Boisse et al. [82,83].

Mixed HenVm clusters are allowed to grow by absorbing/trap-
ping the freely migrating He atoms and V, and conversely, the
emission of He atoms or detrapping of V frommixed HenVm clusters
is permitted. Moreover, the mixed HenVm clusters are also allowed
to shrink by trapping mobile I and I2. The trap-mutation phenom-
enon for the mixed HenVm clusters, i.e. the growth of the HenVm

clusters by ejection of SIAs, is known to be dependent on the ratio
of the number of the He atoms and the number of V in the cluster,
i.e. the n/m ratio. Within this context, the trap-mutation phenom-
enon for the mixed HenVm clusters in the present model is
considered to be dependent on the n/m ratio, based on the work of
Boisse et al. [82,83]. For mobile small Hen based clusters
(2 � n � 5), only absorption based clustering reactions are
accounted for, i.e. the mobile/immobile helium clusters (Hen) can
grow by absorbing the mobile helium clusters, but emission of a
particular mobile helium cluster from a larger helium cluster is not
permitted. This restriction is applied due to the lack of adequate
information on the binding energies between the helium-helium
clusters. Similarly, the mixed HenVm clusters are allowed to grow
by trapping mobile Hen clusters, but their shrinkage by detrapping
of mobile Hen clusters is not permitted. The nucleation of mixed
HenVm clusters by trapping of mobile Hen clusters by immobile Vm

based clusters is also accounted for.
In tungsten (W), the trapping of mobile defects V, I, and Hen

based clusters (1 � n � 3) by processing induced impurities such as
carbon (C), molybdenum (Mo), and transmutation products, i.e.
rhenium (Re), are well known [84]. Considering the strong inter-
action of carbon with the point defects, specifically vacancies (V),
the formation of carbon-vacancy complexes can lower the He-V
based clustering, thereby preventing the nucleation and growth of
helium bubbles [85,86]. Similarly, the trapping of helium by carbon
can also inhibit the formation of helium bubbles [85]. Furthermore,
taking into account the magnitude of the trapping energy between
the impurities (such as C, Mo) and other defects (V, He), in addition
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to the relatively low concentration of the impurities in the fusion
relevant tungsten grade, it can be argued that the interaction re-
actions between the helium and neutron induced defects may
dominate the overall defect distribution. Thus, for the sake of
simplicity, the presence of impurities (processing as well as trans-
mutation products) as traps for mobile defects is neglected in the
present work. Nevertheless, conclusive statements regarding the
role of impurities (specifically carbon (10 appm) and molybdenum
(300 appm) [87]) as trapping sites under fusion relevant conditions
demand further detailed investigations. Appendix A.2 summarizes
the complete set of defect interaction reactions accounted for in the
current model along with their associated rate coefficients.

2.2. Rate coefficients

The interaction reactions between defects are described by
means of rate coefficients (Appendix A.2) with “þ” denoting a
absorption/trapping based reaction rate and “� ” representing an
emission/detrapping based reaction rate. The absorption flux can
be described in terms of an absorption/trapping reaction rate as
Jqn ;q0n ¼ kþ

qn ;mobCqnCmob (with Cmob representing the concentration of

the mobile defect), whereas the emission/detrapping flux in terms
of a emission/detrapping reaction rate is given as Jq0n ;qn ¼ k�

q
0
n
Cq0n , see

Fig. 1. The absorption/trapping based rate coefficient is derived
based on the diffusion-limited theory approximation [88] and is
governed purely by the capture radii of the reacting defects and
their diffusivity. The emission/detrapping rate coefficient is similar
to the absorption/trapping rate coefficient with an additional
thermodynamic parameter called the binding energy, accounting
for the free energy increase associated with the emission or
detrapping of mobile defect from the defect clusters.

For spherical clusters such as Vm, Hen and mixed HenVm based
clusters, with an isotropic diffusion of mobile defects (3-D motion
of defects), the absorption/trapping rate is given by:

kþqn;mob ¼4prqnDmobZ
qn
mob; (2)

where, rqn is the capture radius, commonly defined as the sum of
the radii of the reacting defects with a constant interaction dis-

tance, Dmob is the diffusivity of the mobile defects and Zqnmob is the
capture efficiency factor accounting for the preferential absorption
by a particular defect type qn, depending on their strain field. In
case of Vm, Hen and mixed HenVm clusters, the capture efficiency
factor is of the order unity. Further, the detrapping rate is defined
as:

k�
q
0
n

¼ 1
U

kþ
qn;mob exp

"�Ebðqn�mobÞ
kBT

#
; (3)

with Ebðqn�mobÞ representing the binding energy between the defect

qn and the mobile defect, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature.

For pure vacancy based cluster interactions, the capture radius is

given as rVm
¼ ð3mU=4pÞð1=3Þ þ rV , in which m represents the

cluster size, U is the atomic volume, and rV is the capture radius of
vacancies. The capture radius of V is defined as half the distance of
the vacancy to its nearest neighbour, which in terms of the tungsten
lattice parameter (a0) is given as rV ¼ ð

ffiffiffi
3

p
a0 =4Þ. Similarly, for pure

helium based cluster interactions, the capture radius is given as

rHen ¼ ð3nU=4pÞð1=3Þ þ rHe, with rHe defining the capture radius of a
single helium atom, approximated as 95% of the tungsten lattice
parameter [27]. For the mixed HenVm cluster based interactions, the
capture radii are only governed by the number of V in the clusters
and hence are evaluated in a similar manner as for Vm clusters
[27,57,60,76]. In the special case of the annihilation reaction be-
tween the mobile V and mobile I, a larger capture radius equal to
0.465 nm is used [57,60].

The self-interstitial loops (dislocation loops) are assumed to be
non-spherical, i.e. of toroidal shape [57,60] and the absorption/
trapping rate for a mobile defect is given as:

kþIn;mob ¼2prInDmobZ
In
mob; (4)

where, rIn is the loop radius, given by rIn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðnU=pbÞ

p
, with b the

Burgers vector of the loop. Furthermore, the capture efficiency

factor ZInmob is based on the elastic defect-dislocation interaction, in

addition to the toroidal shape of the loop and is given as ZInmob ¼
ZDmobmax

�
2p

lnð8rIn =2bÞ; 1
�
, with ZDmob representing the capture effi-

ciency factor accounting for the preferential absorption of the
mobile defect by the dislocation lines. For SIA based defects, ZDmob
deviates from unity. The emission or detrapping rate of mobile
defects from the loops is obtained from the trapping rate, in a
similar fashion as mentioned before.

The rate coefficients accounting for the absorption/trapping of
mobile defects at the microstructural sinks such as dislocations and
grain boundaries, are determined based on the sink strength for the
defects. For the dislocations, the absorption/trapping rate (kþDþmob)
is dependent on the network dislocation line density rn, the
diffusivity of the mobile defect Dmob and the capture efficiency
factor ZDmob, together defined as kþDþmob ¼ rnDmobZDmob .

For grain boundaries, the absorption/trapping rate (kþGBþmob) of a
mobile defect is dependent on the cumulative sink-strength of the
defect clusters inside the grain, including the dislocations and the
diffusivity of the mobile defect Dmob. The expression for the grain
boundary sink strength Sskmob is based on the cellular sink strength
model of Bullough et al. [89] and takes the form:

Sskmob ¼ Smmob

2
4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Smmob

q
d

2
coth

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Smmob

q
d

2
�1

3
5

�
2
41þ Smmobd

2

12
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Smmob

q
d

2
coth

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Smmob

q
d

2

3
5
�1

(5)

where, Smmob is the cumulative sink strength inside the grain for the
considered mobile defect and d is the grain size. Thereby, the ab-
sorption/trapping rate is expressed as kþGBþmob ¼ SskmobDmob. The
detailed set of rate coefficients for different interaction reactions
are listed in Appendix A.3.
2.3. Binding energy

The binding energy between the defects is an essential input
parameter governing the growth and shrinkage dynamics of de-
fects. Thus, determining an accurate the binding energy is essential,
in order to predict the correct evolution behaviour of defects. For
the case of pure vacancy defects, i.e. clustering of vacancies, data-
sets based on the DFT simulations of Becquart and Domain [55],
Becquart et al. [84] and MD simulations of Ahlgren et al. [90] are
available, with the stability of the di-vacancy clusters being
debatable. In the current work, the di-vacancy clusters are
considered as stable clusters (positive binding energy) and the data
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set from the MD simulations of Ahlgren et al. [90] is used to
describe the energetics of vacancy clustering. For smaller vacancy
cluster sizes (Vm, m�2), the results from MD simulations are used,
whereas for larger cluster sizes, the binding energies are derived
from the capillary law approximation [84]. Conversely, for the case
of pure helium defects, the DFT based values from the work of
Becquart et al. [84] are adopted to retrieve the binding energy be-
tween two helium atoms, with the use of the capillary approxi-
mation for larger clusters. For the case of pure SIA defects, the
capillary law approximation with the DFT based SIA formation
energy [91] and di-interstitial binding energy [84] is used, which is
in good agreement with the DFT results from Becquart et al. [84]
and calculations based on the elasticity theory of dislocations from
Fikar and Sch€aublin [92].

To describe SIA loop-growth by vacancy emission, the binding
between mixed In loops and mobile V is described by means of the
capillary approximation, based on the work of Li et al. [57,60].
Furthermore, for the mixed HenVm clusters, the binding energy of V/
He atomswith amixed HenVm cluster is dependent on the n/m ratio.
In the present paper, this binding energy is identified on the basis of
the DFT results of Boisse et al. [82,83], limited to n�30 andm�4. The
binding energies for larger mixed HenVm clusters are determined
throughextrapolation, in similaritywith theworkof Li et al. [60]. It is
worthwhile to mention that for binding of V/He atoms with the
mixed HenVm clusters, the differences between the MD based pre-
dictions [93] and DFT based predictions are minor [82,83].

Similarly, the binding energies for the self-trapping and trap-
mutation events are identified on the basis of the DFT results of
Boisse et al. [82]. The binding energy for the self-trapping event is a
function of the number of the He atoms inside the cluster (Hen), and
is energetically favourable forn � 6. For trap-mutationbasedevents,
i.e. formixedHenVm clusters, the binding energy depends on the n/m
ratio and is energetically favourable for an n/m ratio exceeding 8
(sensitive to the size of the mixed HenVm cluster). In principle, the
binding energy between the I and HenVm required to quantify the
trap-mutation can be determined from the Frenkel pair formation
energy and the binding energy between the vacancies and HenVm

clusters, and does not require a mathematical function.
Fig. 2a schematically shows the binding energy results as a

function of the n/m ratio, along with the activation energy for the
trap-mutation events obtained from the DFT results of Boisse et al.
[82,83], whereas Fig. 2b graphically shows the activation energy for
the self-trapping events. The detailed set of binding energy re-
lations between the defects and the related defect parameters can
be found in Appendix A.4.
2.4. Migration energy of defects

Similar to the binding energies, the migration energies of de-
fects are an essential input parameter in the cluster dynamics
model, describing the diffusivity of defects. As mentioned earlier, in
the present model, vacancies (V), helium (He) and helium based
clusters (Hen; 1<n�5) are assumed to be mobile, in a three
dimensional space. Additionally, the small SIA based clusters, i.e. up
to size 2 are assumed to be mobile, based on the work of Li et al.
[60], with a three dimensional motion. Furthermore, for bcc metals
(specifically tungsten), Amino et al. [94] have shown through their
OKMC simulations that the SIAs tend to undergo one dimensional
motion, thereby enhancing the SIA-V based recombination due to
highly spatially correlated interaction between these defects. At the
same instance, it has also been shown that for homogeneously
distributed sinks such as the SIAs and the impurities, the reaction
between the SIAseSIAs and SIAs-impurities can be lower as these
interactions are not strongly correlated [94]. The consequence of
these changes in the reaction rate between the defects in presence
of the one dimensional motion of SIAs is the lowered nucleation
rate of SIA loops. However, the extent of the one dimensional SIA
motion on the defect evolution in the presence of helium atoms has
not been depicted in literature. For example, the enhanced SIA-V
recombination probability due to one dimensional SIA motion
may be lowered due to the higher affinity of helium atoms towards
vacancies, i.e. formation of HenVm clusters, which are expected to
have negligible influence on the nucleation rate of SIA loops. Hence,
based on this reasoning, the one dimensional motion of the SIA
based defects is ignored in the model.

In the case of V, I and He, the migration energy based on the ab-
initio simulations of Becquart et al. [84] is adopted, whereas for I2,
the migration energy resulting from the molecular dynamics sim-
ulations of Faney and Wirth [76] and Faney et al. [27] is used. Note
that for I, I2 and He, the difference between the ab-initio and MD
based migration energies is small. The ab-initio based vacancy
migration energy lies within the experimentally measured range
[95,96] as compared to the ones obtained through MD simulations.
For the case of small Hen based clusters, several studies
[27e30,76,84] have investigated and reported their diffusion
properties. Theoretically, it can be assumed that the migration
barrier for helium clusters will increase for a larger number of
helium species inside the cluster. A similar trend is also observed in
the work of Becquart et al. [84], Faney and Wirth [76] and Faney
et al. [27]. It is important to remind that in the work of Becquart
et al. [84], Hen clusters up to size 50 were assumed to be mobile to
reproduce the experimental results of lower helium concentration,
whereas in the work of Faney et al. [27] and Faney and Wirth [76],
within the MD time-scales, clusters with a size up to 5 were found
to bemobile. Thus, considering the validity of theMD based results,
the migration energy of helium based clusters from the work of
Faney et al. [27] is exploited in the current model. Furthermore, the
migration energy of the defects is used to extract the temperature
dependent diffusivity through an Arrhenius type relation, i.e. Dq ¼
D0
q
expð� Em

q
=kBTÞ, where q is the defect type, Dq represents the

diffusivity, D0
q
is the pre-exponential factor, Em

q
is the migration

energy. The migration energy and the associated pre-exponential
factor of the mobile defects (determined using MD simulations),
used to calculate the temperature dependent diffusivity are sum-
marized in Appendix A.5.
2.5. Network dislocation evolution

In the presence of irradiation, the production of lattice damage
in terms of point defects, in combination with high temperatures
will assist in climb based processes, thereby evolving the network
dislocation density. In the present model, the evolution of the
network dislocation density is based on the work of Stoller and
Odette [97] and Stoller [98], and is expressed as:

drn
dt

¼ 2pvclSBH � rnt
�1
cl ; (6)

where, the first term on the right hand side represents the climb
based dislocation source, also known as the Bardeen-Heering
source (BH) and the second term accounts for mutual annihila-
tion of dislocations by climb. The BH source is based on the growth
(increase in line length) of a pinned dislocation segment by climb,
i.e. absorption/emission of vacancies/SIAs, ultimately leading to a
dislocation loop within the climb plane. The generation rate of a
dislocation loop by a BH source is governed by the climb velocity vcl
of the dislocation segment and is a function of the point defect
saturation, internal stress and temperature. The climb velocity is



Fig. 2. (a) Binding energy of helium atoms (He) and vacancies (V) with a mixed HenVm cluster, and the trap-mutation energy as a function of the n/m ratio. (b) Self-trapping energy
for a pure helium based cluster as a function of the number of helium atoms inside the cluster. Markers represent the results from DFT simulations [82,83], whereas the solid line
represents the identified parametric relation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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expressed as:

vcl ¼
2p

b lnðro=riÞ
h
ZDI DICI þ2ZDI2DI2CI2 � ZDVDV

�
CV �Cn

V
�i
; (7)

where, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the dislocation
segment, ro=ri represents the dislocation geometry factor, i.e. the
ratio between the outer radius of the cylindrical cell around the
dislocation and the dislocation core radius. Theoretically, the
dislocation geometry factor is inversely proportional to the square
root of the dislocation density (1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
rn

p
) [98,99] but here is approx-

imated as 2p, based on the evaluation of the dislocation geometry
factor with an upper bound dislocation density of 1016 m�2 and a
core radius of 3b. The parameters ZDmob, Dmob and Cmob represent the
dislocation capture efficiency, diffusivity and concentration of the
mobile SIAs, di-interstitials and vacancies. The parameter Cn

V de-
notes the concentration of the vacancies in equilibrium with the
dislocation segment and is expressed as Cn

V ¼ Ceq
V expðsU =kBTÞ,

where the parameter s is dependent on the pinned dislocation
density (rp), and given by s ¼ 0:4mb

ffiffiffiffiffi
rp

p
. The BH source density

(SBH) is considered to be temperature independent and depends on

the pinned dislocation density rp, expressed as SBH ¼ ðrp=3Þ1:5.
The rate of climb assisted mutual annihilation of dislocations is

dependent on the mean lifetime tcl of the dislocation prior to
annihilation, i.e. the duration during which the dislocation can
climb before annihilating with another dislocation of opposite sign.
The lifetime is expressed in terms of the average climb distance dcl
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and the climb velocity vcl as tcl ¼ dcl=vcl, with the average climb

distance dcl defined as dcl ¼ ðprnÞ�1=2.
In the current model, the increase in the network dislocation

density by unfaulting of SIA loops is not considered. This assump-
tion is based on the fact, that the size of the modelled SIA loops in
the model is not large enough to trigger a loop intersection based
process, thereby lowering the probability of loop incorporation into
the dislocation network to a bare minimum.

2.6. Evolution of helium at microstructural sinks

In the present model, the concentration of helium atoms at the
microstructural sinks such as grain boundaries and dislocations is
accounted for, based on thework of Jourdan et al. [53]. Furthermore,
Jourdan et al. [53] have categorized for sub-classes of microstruc-
tural sinks, i.e. different types of grain boundaries and dislocations,
driven by binding energy based criteria. However for the sake of
simplicity, such a sub-classification of the microstructural sinks is
not used here, consistent with the work of Zhao et al. [58].

In studies based on low fluences, i.e. smaller irradiation time
scales (few seconds), the detrapping of helium atoms from the
microstructural sinks is usually ignored under the assumption of
unsaturated sinks [27,58,60]. However, under practical fusion
conditions, i.e. irradiation time scales of hours, the saturation of the
helium concentration at sinks will occur by balancing the accu-
mulation and emission of helium atoms. Intrinsically in CD ap-
proaches, the microstructural sink strengths are treated as infinite
sinks and do not account for saturation [50]. Thus, an additional
reaction term representing the detrapping of helium atoms from
microstructural sinks is incorporated into the microstructural sink
strength term. Additionally, the resolution assisted emission of
helium from microstructural sinks is also incorporated and the
resulting equation representing the evolution of helium at the
microstructural sinks is expressed as:

dCsink
He
dt

¼ SsinkHe DHeC
matrix
He þ

X5
n¼2

nSsinkHen DHenC
matrix
Hen � z�sink;HeC

sink
He

� dresolC
sink
He ;

(8)

where, Csink
He is the concentration of helium atoms at the micro-

stuctural sinks, i.e. grain boundaries and dislocations, Cmatrix
Hen

is the
concentration of helium and helium-based clusters in the grain
interior (1 � n � 5), and the parameter Ssinki represents the micro-
structural sink strength for helium based clusters (in the case when
the mobility of helium based clusters is not considered, the second
term on the right hand side equals zero). The third term represents
the detrapping of helium atoms from the sink and the rate coeffi-
cient is defined as z�sink;He ¼ vHeexpð� Ebsink;He =kBTÞ, with vHe

defined as the vibrational frequency of helium in tungsten. The
fourth term describes the resolution assisted emission of helium
from the sinks and is explained in detail in the following section.

The rate coefficient z�sink;He describing the emission of helium
atoms from the microstructural sinks depends purely on the
binding (segregation) energy Ebsink;He between the sink and the

helium atom. For dislocation type sinks, a binding energy of 1.53 eV
(edge dislocations) obtained from the DFT based calculations of de
Hosson et al. [100] is used.

In case of grain boundary type sinks, several studies [101e103]
have investigated the influence of the grain boundary morphology
on the helium segregation energy, with values ranging between 1.2
and 3.74 eV (discrepancies related to helium segregation energy at
special grain boundaries exist in the literature). Accordingly, a
lower bound value of 1.37 eV from theMD simulations of Zhou et al.
[101] is adopted.

2.7. Dynamic resolution of helium

The synergistic effect of neutron assisted generation of defects
and trapping of helium atoms at these defects was discussed earlier.
However, another physical mechanism that can occur under the
synergistic loads of neutrons and helium is known as the resolution
mechanism [104e106]. As the name implies, the resolution mech-
anismrefers toaprocess bywhich theHe atomspresent in themixed
HenVm clusters, Hen clusters and at the microstructural sinks are
driven back into the matrix (grain interior) by irradiation. In fission
based nuclear systems, the resolutionmechanism is recognized as a
driver for swelling phenomena owing to the higher fraction of
atomically dispersed helium gas [104]. However for fusion condi-
tions, i.e. at monoblock length scales, the higher fraction of helium
atoms in the matrix and their diffusion, will result in a competing
effect between the surface release of helium and penetration into
the bulk. Furthermore, with respect to the nature of collisions, two
different resolution mechanisms have been proposed in literature
[104,105], i.e. resolutionbydirect neutron collision and resolutionby
collision cascades. In the present work, only the direct resolution of
He atoms byneutrons is considered. The direct resolutionparameter
dresol: represents the probability per second that a collision of a
neutron with He atoms in the clusters/sinks, possibly results in a
resolution event. The direct resolution parameter is expressed as:

dresol: ¼ ssðn;HeÞfðEnÞ; (9)

where, ssðn;HeÞ is the neutron scattering cross-section for helium,
and fn is the neutron flux with energy En. Considering the 14 MeV
neutron-helium scattering cross-section of 10�28 m2 [107] and an
approximate neutron flux of 1017 m�2s�1 on the divertor [108], the
direct resolution parameter is of the order 10-11 s�1.

2.8. Irradiation induced defect production rate

The production of point defects by neutron irradiation occurs by
the displacement of a primary knock-on atom (PKA) followed by
cascade formation and sub-cascade branching events, thereby
representing a phenomenon scaling 18 orders of magnitude in time
[109]. Thus, to accurately describe the evolution of defects at longer
time scales (longer than seconds), the input defect production rate
in the cluster dynamics model is essential. Following the work of
Mannheim et al. [18], the defect production term in the model is
expressed in terms of a power law relating the cluster frequency
and cluster size as demonstrated by Sand et al. [110] and Yi et al.
[111], and accounts for the production of point defects in isolated as
well as clustered form:

Gqn ¼
Aq

nSq
; (10)

where, Gqn is the occurrence frequency of a defect cluster of size n,
Aq denotes the pre-factor associated with the total defect produc-
tion rate, Sq represents the scaling exponent and q denotes the
defect type i.e. V based or I based. The scaling exponents of the
power-law from the work of Sand et al. [110] and Yi et al. [111] are
only applicable at low temperatures (�30 K), whereas according to
the MD simulations of Setyawan et al. [112], it is well established
that the defect cluster production phenomenon is temperature
sensitive. Here, a temperature dependency of the defect production
rate is incorporated in the current work.



Fig. 3. Helium-ion range distribution for an ion implantation energy of 100 eV;
simulated using the SRIM/TRIM code in quick damage calculation mode [118].
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The temperature dependent total defect production rate G0 is
determined by weighing the primary knock-on atom energy
spectrum by the number of surviving Frenkel pairs per PKA energy,
based on the work of Mannheim et al. [18]. The estimated tem-
perature dependent total defect production rate is summarized in
Table 1 and a moderate temperature dependency is observed. The
temperature dependent SV and SI exponent of the power law for
the vacancy and interstitial cluster production are estimated based
on the average unclustered vacancy (V), and SIA (I) fraction. The
prefactors AI and AV of the power law are further evaluated in terms
of the total defect production rate as:

Aq ¼
G0PNmax

n¼1n
1�Sq

; (11)

where q denotes the defect type, i.e. V based or I based clusters. The
parameters G0, SV and SI for temperatures other than mentioned in
Table 1, are determined by linear interpolation.

Furthermore, to account for the net decrease in the defect pro-
duction rate over time, i.e. the formation of cascades in areas with
high defect population, the defect production rate G0 is considered
to decrease linearly with the defect fraction (fq) in the material.
Additionally, the re-occurrence of cascades and the associated
thermal spikes in areas with high defect density will also assist in
recombinations of existing defects. Thus, a spike efficiency (εth)
factor quantifying the thermally assisted recombinations is used for
correction of the defect production rate. The spike efficiency (εth)
depends on the volume of the thermal spike region (function of
PKA energy), which is based on the work of Kaoumi [113] along
with the fraction of defects present within the thermal spike vol-
ume. As a first order approximation, the spike efficiency is assumed
to be of the order 10-3. Accounting for the corrections, the defect
production rate is expressed as:

GVm=In ¼
AVm=In

nSVm=In
ð1� fq = εthÞ: (12)

2.9. Helium implantation rate

For ITER-like conditions, the incoming energy of the helium ions
is approximated to be within the range of 100e250 eV
[32,114e116]. Since the energy of helium ions is well below the
displacement threshold for tungsten (W), defect production by
helium ions is not likely to occur. To address the depth dependent
distribution of helium, the ion range distribution can be obtained
via binary collision approximation codes (such as SRIM/TRIM) or
MD simulations. The dependence of the implantation depth dis-
tribution on the substrate crystal orientation, substrate tempera-
ture and ion energy in tungsten has beenwell reported in literature
via MD simulations of Borovikov et al. [24], and Hammond and
Wirth [117]. However, for ion energies greater than 80 eV, the
difference between the SRIM and MD based implantation depth
profiles is minimal. Therefore, the SRIM based depth profiles are
used as standard input in the present model. Fig. 3 shows the depth
distribution of He ions implanted as simulated using the SRIM/
TRIM code in quick damage calculation mode for an ion energy of
Table 1
Defect production rate G0, and scaling exponents (SV ,SI) determined for tempera-
tures used in MD simulations [112]; based on the work of Mannheim et al. [18].

T [K] G0 [dpa s�1] SV SI

300 4.2 � 10�8 1.63 2.20
1025 3.3 � 10�8 1.86 2.50
2050 3.1 � 10�8 2.42 2.17
100 eV. For a specific depth, the time dependence of the helium
production rate is expressed as:

GHe ¼ A� fHe; (13)

where GHe is the volumetric helium production rate, A is the pro-
duction probability and fHe is the ion flux. For longer irradiation
time scales (zyears), the nuclear transmutation based helium
production will occur uniformly along the entire monoblock but at
a relatively slow rate. Hence, the transmutation assisted helium
production source is ignored.

2.10. Volumetric stored energy

The defect size distribution at each node (point) along the
monoblock depth is used to obtain a measure of the volumetric
stored energy. The volumetric stored energy at a specific depth is
calculated using the concentration of the defects (clusters and
dislocations), as2:

EVS ¼
XMV

m¼1

CVm
EfVm

þ
XNI

n¼1

CInE
f
In
þ
XNHe

n¼1

CHenE
f
Hen

þ
XNHe

n¼1

�
XMV

m¼1

CHenVm
EfHenVm

þ 1
2
mb2rn; (14)

in which EVS is the volumetric stored energy at a specific depth and
time instance, Cq is the associated concentration for a defect type q

and Ef
q
is the formation energy of defect type q, with q being Vm/In/

Hen/HenVm.

2.11. Numerical implementation

The defect evolution in the monoblock bulk is described by a
coupled set of ordinary and partial differential equations (ODEs-
PDEs), see eq. (1). To solve this coupled system of equations, the
PDEs representing themobile defects are transformed into a system
of ODEs by using the method of lines (MOL) approach [119],
wherein the spatial derivative is expressed in terms of an algebraic
approximation. Considering the dominant one dimensional tem-
perature gradient in the monoblock [120], the spatial domain is
discretized along a single dimension, corresponding to the mono-
block depth (between points S and B in Fig. 4a) using a centered
2 For the calculations of volumetric stored energy, the contributions of the
configurational entropy are small and thus neglected.



Fig. 4. (a) Spatial domain along the monoblock depth (SeB) simulated in the present model. (b) Discretization with a non-uniform grid. (c) Temperature gradient along the spatial
domain for a steady state heat load of 10 MWm�2, based on the thermo-mechanical analysis of ITER monoblocks [120]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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finite difference approximation on a non-uniform grid with Nx

nodes, with the grid spacing increasing between the nodes at larger
depths in the spatial domain. The spatial derivative term for a given
mobile defect along the non-uniform grid is approximated as:

v

vx

�
Dq

vCq
vx

�
¼ 2
xiþ1 � xi�1

2
4Diþ1

2
q

Ciþ1
q

� Ci
q

xiþ1 � xi
�Di�1

2
q

Ci
q � Ci�1

q

xi � xi�1

3
5;

(15)

where, Cq is the concentration of the mobile defect, Dq is the
spatially varying diffusion coefficient, xi is the grid location and i is

the node (point) number. The term Diþ1
2 represents the average of

the diffusion coefficient between the grid locations iþ1 and i. Fig. 4a
and Fig. 4b schematically show the spatial domain along the
monoblock depth and the distribution of the nodal points along the
non-uniform grid. The diffusion coefficient for a given mobile
defect is evaluated considering the temperature gradient resulting
from a steady state heat load of 10 MWm�2 (Fig. 4c), relevant to
ITER. The evolution of defects in the monoblock will also assist in
the deterioration of the thermal conductivity in the monoblock,
thereby affecting the overall temperature profile in the monoblock.
However, in the present case, the evolution of the temperature
profile in the monoblock as a function of the defect concentration is
not accounted for.

The equilibrium concentrations of the defects are considered as
the initial condition. Furthermore, two different types of boundary
conditionswith respect to themonoblock geometry are used. At the
surface of the monoblock (i.e. point S in Fig. 4a), the concentration
of defects is considered to be zero (Dirichlet - type), implying that
the surface acts as a perfect sink. A Neumann-type zero flux
boundary condition is used in the bulk (point B in Fig. 4a) because
of the WeCu interface, which can act as a diffusion barrier. The
assumption of zero flux of helium atoms across the interface is
motivated by the increase in the diffusion resistance in copper (Cu),
as demonstrated by DFT calculations of De-shun et al. [121].
In the present model, the maximum number of each defect

species is considered to be constant and the total number of ODEs
in the system is given by (MVþNIþNHeþNHe�MVþ 3)�Nx, which
is of the order 104. The time integration of the ODEs is performed
using the multi-step variable-order time stepping solver CVODE
based on the Backward Differentiation Formula (BDF) for stiff
equations, from the SUNDIALS suite [122]. Furthermore, the equa-
tions are evaluated using a relative tolerance of 10�3. Appendix A.6
provides the details of the simulation parameters used in the pre-
sent model.

3. Results

In this section, the results from the spatially dependent cluster
dynamics model with variations through the monoblock depth and
at long irradiation time scales are presented. In Section 3.1, the
evolution of defect concentration taking into account the mobility
of small Hen clusters is shown. Thereafter, in Section 3.2, the
mobility based influence of the small Hen clusters on the overall
defect concentration is presented. Additionally, in Section 3.3, the
evolution of the network dislocation density and the overall stored
energy in themonoblock is illustrated and finally, in Section 3.4, the
influence of helium detrapping and resolution from the micro-
structural sinks and defect clusters on the overall helium diffusion
length scales is reported, and compared with the case without the
detrapping and resolution mechanism.

3.1. Defect evolution in the monoblock at longer irradiation times

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of point defect clusters and the he-
lium based clusters in the monoblock bulk following 1000 hours of
irradiation, taking into account the mobility of vacancies (V), self-
interstitial atoms (I), di-interstitials (I2) and the small helium
clusters (Hen). The defect concentration of Vm, In and Hen based
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clusters is expressed as the cumulative sum over the total number
of atoms inside the defect cluster (

Pmax
n¼1nCn). As observed in Fig. 5a,

the diffusion of helium atoms extends into the monoblock bulk,
with a diffusion length scale corresponding to approximately
0.5 mm after 1000 hours of irradiation. Furthermore, immobiliza-
tion of Vm based clusters by Hen clusters and the associated clus-
tering reactions results in the formation of mixed HenVm clusters,
with relatively high concentrations in the surface and sub-surface
layers of the monoblock (see Fig. 5b). The concentration of mixed
HenVm clusters reduces further along the monoblock depth due to
the scarcity of He atoms.

Simultaneously, the V concentration in the surface and sub-
surface layers of the monoblock is lowered by the combination of
V trapping by Hen, HenVm clusters and the microstructural sinks. In
the monoblock bulk, the total Vm concentration increases due to
negligible trapping at Hen and mixed HenVm clusters. Additionally,
the nearly constant concentration of Vm in the depth region (z
5e8 mm) can be attributed to the lower temperatures in the bulk
(700e900 K), thereby lowering the mobility of vacancies (V), and
hence lowering the V losses by reduced frequency of V-Vm based
clustering events and decreased flow to the microstructural sinks.
Also, the highlymobile SIAs at lower temperatures facilitate the Vm-
In (n�2) recombination events, ultimately resulting in a concen-
tration plateau for Vm in the bulk.

A large proportion of the injectedHe atoms are trapped asHenVm

clusters. Besides the mixed HenVm clusters, the total He concen-
tration in Hen based clusters and at microstructural sinks (Hesinks) is
nearly identical in the near surface region of the monoblock and
diverges in the bulk, with moderately higher He concentration at
the sinks than in the Hen based clusters. Fig. 6 shows the temporal
evolution of He concentration at the sinks through the monoblock
depth. The increase inHe concentration at themicrostructural sinks
can be rationalized based on the lowering of trapping events be-
tween the mobile He defects and the point defects, along with an
increase in trapping of mobile He based defects at the microstruc-
tural sinks for longer irradiation times (>200 hours). Furthermore,
with respect to the monoblock length scale (and the associated
temperature gradient), and irrespective of the spatial location, the
concentration of the HenVm clusters is always higher compared to
that of the clusters and He at sinks, thereby demonstrating the
strong affinity of He atoms and vacancies (V) towards clustering.

Fig. 7 schematically shows the distribution of the mixed HenVm

clusters at different locations in the monoblock as a concentration
Fig. 5. Evolution of defects following irradiation time of 1000 hours, simulated with the m
clusters (Hen) (a) Semi-log plot (b) Log-log plot. The concentration of Vm, In and Hen clusters i
defect cluster. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the read
map after 1000 hours of irradiation. Only the concentration near
the surface and in the sub-surface layers of the monoblock are
shown, given the pronounced accumulation of He atoms in these
layers. At smaller length scales of a few tens of nanometers (Fig. 7a),
HenVm clusters with a relatively high number of He atoms
(compared to the number of vacancies V) are formed, i.e. clusters
with an n/m ratio greater than or equal to 1. Furthermore at
monoblock depths ranging from a few hundreds of nm to mm
(Fig. 7bed), pre-dominantly smaller HenVm based clusters with a
nearly equal number of He atoms and V are formed. The formation
of small HenVm clusters at larger length scales (here, the sub-
surface) is due to the limited amount of He atoms in these layers,
thereby preventing the He assisted growth pathway of the HenVm

clusters. The temporal evolution of HenVm clusters in the mono-
block surface region is schematically shown in Fig. 8.

At irradiation time scales of a few seconds (Fig. 8a), the nucle-
ation of small HenV clusters occurs by pronounced trapping of va-
cancies (V) by the He atoms, and these clusters further grow pre-
dominantly by trapping of mobile clusters in addition to the mo-
bile V (Fig. 8b). As the irradiation progresses, the trapping events
between the mobile clusters, V and the existing HenVm clusters
occur frequently, ultimately leading to clusters with an n/m ratio
greater than or equal to 1. The evolution trend of the HenVm clusters
at irradiation time scales of hours, as shown in Fig. 8c and d, does
not change substantially, and this can be attributed to the con-
strained cluster space of the HenVm clusters. However, the con-
centration of He-rich HenVm clusters varies marginally with time by
inter-cluster emission-trapping based exchange of He atoms.

3.2. Mobility based influence of helium clusters on the defect
evolution

Fig. 9 depicts the evolution of defects after 1000 hours of irra-
diation, for the case where the mobility of V, I, I2 and He atoms is
accounted for, and the small Hen clusters are considered as
immobile species. The concentration of Vm, In and Hen clusters in
Fig. 9 reveals the sum over the number of atoms inside the cluster,
as described previously. As seen in Fig. 9a, the helium diffusion
length scales and associated concentrations of the helium based
defects in the monoblock are relatively higher, when only the
mobility of the He atoms is incorporated for, in contrast to the
previous case (Fig. 5a). Comparing Fig. 5 (with the mobility of Hen
clusters) with Fig. 9 (without the mobility of Hen clusters), it can be
obility of vacancies (V), self-interstitial atoms (I), di-interstitials (I2) and helium based
s expressed as the total concentration by summing over the number of atoms inside the
er is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 6. Evolution of He concentration at the microstructural sinks along the monoblock
at different irradiation time instances. The increase in He concentration at longer
irradiation times is due to increase in trapping events of mobile He based clusters at
the microstructural sinks as compared to the point defects. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 7. Concentration maps showing the distribution of HenVm clusters at different depths in
species (a) 10 nm (b) 100 nm (c) 1 mm (d) 100 mm. (For interpretation of the references to
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observed that the mobility of the Hen clusters restricts the pene-
tration of He atoms into the bulk for similar irradiation time scales.
In Fig. 5 relatively high concentrations of helium based defects (Hen,
HenVm, Hesinks) are observed near the surface (up to 100 nm), fol-
lowed by a gradual reduction in concentrations deeper in the bulk
(more clearly visible in Fig. 5b). Moreover, this trend is significantly
different when theHen clusters are notmobile (Fig. 9), where nearly
a constant concentration of helium based defects is observed along
the surface and sub-surface layers of the monoblock, thereby
highlighting the prominent influence of the mobile Hen clusters on
the overall helium retention in the monoblock. Additionally, the
lower helium retention in the monoblock with mobile Hen clusters
can be rationalized based on the formation of small Hen based
clusters near the monoblock surface by pronounced clustering of
He atoms, which remain mobile and therefore also, contribute to
the desorption based loss ofHe atoms at the surface. The prominent
reduction in the overall helium retention under the influence of
mobile He based defects and for a similar helium ion flux as
considered here, has also been observed by Perez et al. [77].
Although, in this study the He atoms and small HeV based cluster
were assumed to be mobile, the underlying physics behind the
overall lower retention levels is not significantly affected.

In Fig. 9 (excluding mobile Hen clusters), a relatively larger
proportion of the injected He atoms are retained in the monoblock
as compared to Fig. 5 (with mobile Hen clusters). Accordingly, the
trapping events between the mobile V-Hen and the associated
clustering events occur frequently, thereby increasing the recur-
the monoblock after irradiation of 1000 hours; considering small Hen clusters as mobile
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)



Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of HenVm clusters considering Hen clusters as mobile species at depth of 10 nm in the monoblock, after irradiation times of 1000 hours (a) 0.1 s (b) 36 s (c)
2 hr (d) 1000 hr. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Evolution of defect concentrations along the monoblock depth after 1000 hours of irradiation with mobile vacancies (V), self-interstitials (I), di-interstitials (I2) and helium
atoms (He); (a) Semi-log plot (b) Log-log plot. The concentration of Vm, In and Hen clusters is expressed as the total concentration by summing over the number of atoms inside the
cluster. The inset in (a) displays the zoomed defect concentration profile near the monoblock surface, with a null concentration (Dirichlet-type) boundary condition enforced at the
surface. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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rence of the V immobilization events. The increase in the V
immobilization events further imply an overall decrease in the total
V concentration (Fig. 5b) in the monoblock and conversely an in-
crease in the total I concentration (Fig. 5b) due to the lower prob-
ability of V-I recombination events.

In the bulk of the monoblock (>1 mm), the depth dependent
evolution, more specifically the temperature dependent concen-
tration profile of the V and I defects is identical in both cases, i.e.
either with immobile small Hen clusters (Fig. 9) or with mobile Hen
clusters (Fig. 5). Likewise, the distribution of the injected He atoms
is identical in both cases, with a higher proportion of He atoms
present as HenVm clusters.
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3.3. Evolution of dislocation density and volumetric stored energy
in the monoblock

The network dislocations act as sinks for the irradiation induced
mobile point defects (V, I, I2), and their evolution in the monoblock
is therefore coupled with the evolution of the irradiation point
defects. Fig. 10 displays the evolution of the network dislocation
density in the monoblock after 1000 hours of irradiation with
mobile small Hen clusters. Fig. 10a and fig. 10b, show that at the
monoblock surface, the density of the network dislocations is
nearly equal to the initial dislocation density, with small reductions
in density. For depths greater than 100 nm, the density of the dis-
locations increases, followed by a drop to the initial dislocation
density in the bulk of the monoblock (5 mm). This dislocation
density evolution can be related to the difference in climb velocity
of the dislocations along the monoblock depth, which is directly
dependent on the concentration of the mobile point defects (which
is a function of temperature). At the monoblock surface, the evo-
lution of the dislocation density is minimal as the BH source based
generation rate and the dipole annihilation rate roughly balance
each other. The increase in the dislocation density at larger depths
(>100 nm) is due to the higher BH source based dislocation gen-
eration rate, specifically governed by the balance between the
mobile point defects, i.e. the concentration of V and I based defects
(as shown in the inset in Fig. 10b). The consequences of the higher
mobile point defect concentration (pre-dominantly vacancies V) for
the evolution of the network dislocation density are most promi-
nent at depths of z 500 nme5 mm, resulting in relatively higher
network dislocation densities along the monoblock depth. In gen-
eral, the highest dislocation density in the monoblock is observed
in the temperature range 1100 Ke1150 K with a magnitude
reaching as high as 1016 m�2.

From the evolution of the dislocations and the defect clusters,
the volumetric stored energy in the monoblock can be quantified.
Fig. 11 depicts this depth profile of the volumetric stored energy for
irradiation time of 1000 hours. The stored energy profile shows a
peak at the monoblock surface with substantially high values of the
order 108 Jm�3, with a significant drop in the sub-surface layer,
followed by a gradual increase in the monoblock bulk. To obtain a
better understanding of the evolution of the stored energy, the
contributions from the individual defect classes are assessed. Fig.12
shows, that at the monoblock surface, the largest contribution to
Fig. 10. Network dislocation density evolution in the monoblock simulated with mobile smal
line labeled rinit represents the initial dislocation density in the monoblock. The inset in (a
concentration boundary condition enforced at the monoblock surface. The inset in (b) repr
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
the stored energy profile stems from the HenVm clusters. At larger
depths, themajor contributers to the stored energy profile are the In
clusters, dislocations, and Vm clusters (in this order for increasing
depths) with lower magnitudes as compared to HenVm clusters.
3.4. Influence of helium detrapping and resolution on the diffusion
length scales

Fig. 13 shows the influence of the helium (He) detrapping and
resolution mechanisms on the evolution of He based defects along
the depth of the monoblock after 400 hours of irradiation, with Hen
clusters as mobile species. In Fig. 13a, the detrapping and resolution
of He atoms from the microstuctural sinks and defect clusters is not
incorporated. In that case, the diffusion of helium in the monoblock
bulk is limited, thereby resulting in the formation of Hen and HenVm

clusters up to a depth of a few mm. Moreover, the limitation on the
diffusion of helium in the bulk monoblock arises from the high
mobility of the He atoms in the monoblock surface (high temper-
atures), thereby leading to pronounced trapping events at the
microstructural sinks, as visible in Fig. 13a. The increased trapping
of He atoms at the microstructural sinks ultimately lowers the
amount of He atoms available for free diffusion.

On the contrary, when the detrapping and resolution of He
atoms from the microstructural sinks and defect clusters is taken
into consideration, a substantial increase in the He diffusion length
scale emerges, i.e. nearly up to 0.5 mm (Fig. 13b) as compared to
tens of mm (Fig. 13a). In addition, substantially higher concentra-
tions of He atoms are present in the form of Hen and HenVm clusters
through the monoblock depth. The increase in the diffusion length
scale and the overall He concentration in the monoblock is due to
the abundance of mobile He atoms in the grain interior (matrix),
which further undergo self-clustering, V immobilization as well as
diffusion based events in the monoblock bulk. In fact, the innate
consequence of the He detrapping and resolution mechanism is a
reduction of the overall He concentration at the microstructural
sinks, see Fig. 13b. Furthermore, for higher irradiation fluences,
without detrapping and resolution, as observed in the inset of
Fig. 13a, the concentration of the He atoms at the microstructural
sinks (at a depth of 10 nm) keeps increasing. On the other hand,
considering the detrapping and resolution case, the concentration
of He atoms at the microstructural sinks saturates, thereby
resembling the expected physics for higher irradiation fluences. A
l Hen clusters, following 1000 hours of irradiation (a) Semi-log plot (b) Log-log plot; The
) shows the evolution of dislocation density near the monoblock surface, with a zero
esents the total concentration of the V and I defects along the monoblock. (For inter-
version of this article.)



Fig. 11. Spatially varying volumetric stored energy in the monoblock following 1000 hours of irradiation with mobile small Hen clusters (a) Semi-log plot (b) Log-log plot.

Fig. 12. Spatial profiles of the individual defect contribution to the volumetric stored
energy shown in Fig. 11 after 1000 hours of irradiation depicted in a log-log plot. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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similar conclusion with respect to the saturation of He accumula-
tion at the grain boundaries and the detrapping of He atoms from
Fig. 13. Evolution of He based defects (Hen, HenVm, Hesinks) along the monoblock depth aft
resolution from the microstructural sinks and defect clusters (b)with He detrapping and reso
the temporal evolution of the He concentration at the microstuctural sinks at a depth of 10 nm
limit in terms of the maximum defect concentration. For the case, i.e. without He detrappin
unrealistic He concentration at sinks. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
the grain-boundaries at a higher fluence has also been drawn by
Zhao et al. [58]. To gain further insight on sink dependent retention
of He atoms (for the case including the detrapping and resolution of
He atoms), Fig. 14 provides a comparison of the He atoms retained
per grain boundary surface area and the dislocation line. Addi-
tionally, considering the retained He atomic fraction at the sinks, a
relatively higher concentration of He atoms trapped at dislocations
can be observed as compared to grain boundaries (Fig. 14). More-
over, irrespective of the sink type, the retained fraction of He atoms
after 400 hours irradiation is smaller than 1 (Also, for irradition
time of 1000 hours, the He atomic fraction at the sinks is smaller
than 1; not shown here). However, heterogeneous nucleation of He
bubbles at the sinks may occur for reactor-like timescales (zyears).
Note that with respect to the individual contributions of the He
detrapping and resolution mechanism on the diffusion length
scales, the contribution from the detrapping based mechanism is
dominant compared to the resolution based mechanism (not
shown here), due to the relatively lower resolution frequency of the
He atoms from the microstructural sinks and defect clusters.
er 400 hours irradiation time for two different cases: (a) without He detrapping and
lution from the microstructural sinks and defect clusters; The insets in (a) and (b) show
. The dashed purple line in (a) and (b) represents the Watomic density and defines the
g and resolution (a), the assumption of infinite sinks ultimately results in a physically
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.5. Influence of cluster size on defect evolution

In the previous sections, the evolution of defects in the mono-
block, simulated using a maximum cluster size of 15 and a few
hundred hours of irradiation were presented. In this section, the
influence of the maximum cluster size on the defect evolution
trend is assessed.

Fig. 15 shows the spatially dependent concentration of different
defects in the monoblock as a function of varying maximum cluster
size (15, 25 and 35) after 25 hours of irradiation. As seen in Fig. 15,
for similar irradiation time scale, the concentration trend of the He
based defects, i.e. Hen clusters, HenVm clusters as well as the He
atoms trapped at sinks are nearly similar, indicating a negligible
influence of the cluster size on the defect evolution trend. Also,
irrespective of the simulated maximum cluster size case, the
diffusion length scales of theHe atoms are identical, restricted up to
a few hundred micrometer. The concentration profiles of Vm and In,
specifically in the surface and sub-surface region of the monoblock
show identical behaviour independent of the maximum cluster
size. However, in the monoblock bulk, i.e. approximately >0.5 mm,
the depth dependent evolution trend reveals a weak dependency
on the maximum cluster size. As the maximum cluster size in-
creases, the overall concentration of the Vm based clusters also in-
creases with a relatively smoother trend-line, and correspondingly,
the overall concentration of the In based clusters diminishes.

Furthermore, to investigate the influence of the maximum
cluster size on the nature of HenVm clusters, the distribution of
HenVm clusters near the surface of monoblock (depth: 10 nm) after
25 hours of irradiation for different size cases are shown in Fig. 16.
As stated previously (Section 3.1), the HenVm clusters in Fig. 16
predominantly tend to be of a type with a n/m ratio greater than
1, i.e. highly pressurized bubbles, irrespective of the maximum
cluster size. Moreover, from the evolution of the HenVm cluster with
an increase in the maximum cluster size, it can be concluded that
the assumption of smaller maximum cluster size for higher doses
artificially restricts the concentration of the clusters near the
border of the cluster space, thereby providing inaccurate informa-
tion on the nature ofHenVm clusters. It is important to point out that
this restriction also holds true for the defect classes such as Vm and
In clusters. Nevertheless, for the present case, since the assumption
of smaller maximum cluster size has a negligible influence on the
defect evolution trend in the monoblock (Fig. 15), a qualitative
insight on the defect evolution trend in the monoblock can still be
obtained.
Fig. 14. Spatially dependent microstructural sink retention of He following irradiation time
boundaries and dislocations (a), and compared in terms of atomic fraction (b). (For interpre
version of this article.)
4. Discussion

In this paper, the diffusion length scale of He atoms in the
monoblock bulk at irradiation time scales of hours was investigated
for the first time. The diffusion of He atoms in the bulk monoblock
was found to occur up to themillimeter length scale, in conjunction
to their trapping at the neutron induced lattice defects in the sur-
face and sub-surface of themonoblock. The diffusion length scale of
He atoms was observed to be dependent on the mobility of small
Hen clusters, with lower diffusion length scales when the Hen
clusters are mobile.

Similarly, the overall helium retention in the monoblock was
also found to be dependent on the mobility of the small Hen clus-
ters. The overall helium retention was lower when the Hen clusters
were mobile. This lower helium retention in the monoblock was
due to the increased losses of He atoms (in the form of Hen clusters)
at the monoblock surface, and was in accordance with numerical
studies investigating the influence of helium based cluster mobility
on the overall helium retention for ion fluxes relevant for ITER
conditions. Furthermore, the limited diffusion of He atoms in the
bulk monoblock was caused by a combination of higher losses of He
atoms at the surface and pronounced clustering of He atoms with
the irradiation induced vacancies (V) in the near surface region of
the monoblock. This implies that at high temperatures and with
continuous irradiation, the trapping based mechanism of helium
atoms at vacancies dominates over the diffusion of He atoms. A
clear influence of the limited helium diffusion on the distribution of
the HenVm clusters was also noticed, entailing the formation of
small helium-vacancy (HeV) clusters in the bulk, conversely to the
formation of helium rich HenVm clusters in the near surface region
of the monoblock due to surplus of helium atoms.

For longer irradiation times, the detrapping of He atoms from
the microstructural sinks was introduced in the present model and
leads to a saturation of the He concentration at microstructural
sinks. Moreover, the direct resolution of He atoms from the defect
clusters and sinks by neutrons was taken into consideration. The
influence of the detrapping and resolution basedmechanism on the
diffusion length scale ofHe in themonoblock bulkwas investigated,
and a significant increase in the diffusion length scales of helium
atoms in the monoblock was identified. The influence of these
mechanisms on the He diffusion length scales has not been re-
ported previously and should be taken into account to capture the
relevant processes for higher irradiation fluences. The extended He
diffusion into the monoblock and the associated formation of the
HenVm clusters (bubbles), especially at longer irradiation time scales
can have detrimental consequences, such as a reduction in thermal
of 400 hours (from Fig. 13, orange coloured line), as a function of sink nature, i.e. grain
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web



Fig. 15. The concentration profiles of different defects in the monoblock following 25 hours of irradiation as a function of the maximum cluster size (a) 15, (b) 25 and (c) 35. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. The distribution of HenVm clusters at a depth of 10 nm in the monoblock following 25 hours of irradiation simulated using varying maximum cluster size (a) 15, (b) 25 and
(c) 35. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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conductivity, and strength and embrittlement of the monoblocks
under operation. Additionally, transmutation assisted uniform
generation of helium gas at irradiation time scales of years (which
was not considered here) can aggravate this situation by providing
an additional source of helium atoms in the monoblock.

The accumulation of irradiation defects in the microstructure
leads to a non-equilibrium state of the microstructure, which at
high temperatures may result in microstructure evolution by
recrystallization and grain growth. The spatial profiles of the spe-
cific stored energy due to the accumulated concentration of defects
in the monoblock after irradiation time scales of hours was
observed to be in the range of 104-108 Jm�3. Considering the results
from the neutron-induced recrystallization model of Mannheim
et al. [18], the material in the surface region of the monoblock is
likely to evolve by recrystallization and grain growth. However, the
precise evolution of the microstructure by recrystallization and
grain growth in the presence of the helium bubbles is not clear. As
mentioned earlier, the presence of helium bubbles can result in
overall higher temperatures in the monoblock (through the
decrease of thermal conductivity), which in combination with the
high stored energies can result in recrystallization of the bulk
monoblock. At the same time, the presence of helium bubbles as
well as helium atoms at the grain boundaries can exert drag forces
on the moving boundaries, thereby delaying the nucleation of the
grains as well as their growth. In this regard, the influence of the
high temperatures (present in the near surface regions of the
monoblock) on the kinetics of recrystallization in the presence of
helium based defects in the monoblock is also an important
parameter to consider, and further studies are required to assess
these microstructural interactions.

Full-scale experimental validation of the bulk effects described
by the currentmodel poses several challenges owing to the lack of a
fast neutron source combined with a long exposure time (to attain
high dpa) and handling of the neutron exposed samples. In this
context, the use of high-energy protons as a surrogate for neutrons
can be used for uniform defect generation at component length
scales along with helium ion exposure to simulate fusion-relevant
loading conditions. Despite these limitations, the model is already
unique in capturing the interaction of neutron induced defects and
helium atoms at length and time scales relevant for reactor oper-
ations, revealing the effect of the mobility of small Hen clusters on
the overall helium retention in the monoblock. The influence of
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helium detrapping from the microstructral sinks and resolution
mechanism on the helium diffusion length scale is also featured in
the current model. As highlighted earlier, the complete description
of the microstructure evolution of tungsten monoblocks under
combined neutron, plasma and heat loads requires not only a
description of the damage accumulation in the microstructure, but
also that of the microstructural recovery processes such as recrys-
tallization and grain growth. Thus, for future work, the existing
spatially dependent cluster dynamics model describing the evolu-
tion of neutron and helium based defects may be linked to a
recrystallization model. This would allow to investigate the influ-
ence of the existing temperature gradient and the associated
damage accumulation, especially the role helium bubbles on the
microstructural recovery processes in the monoblock.

In the current model, for unravelling the physical mechanisms
occurring under the combined neutron, plasma and heat load
exposure, the defect clusters were limited to relatively small sizes,
which is one of the limitations of the present model. Another
limitation of the model is the omission of 1D migration of SIA
clusters and the unfaulting of SIA loops into the network disloca-
tions. Nonetheless, the present model provides a qualitative view
on the defect evolution trend in a monoblock under synergistic
neutron and ion irradiation. In terms of further improvement of the
model, i.e. more accurate and quantitative description of micro-
structure evolution in terms of defects under irradiation, the defect
cluster space (specifically for the case of helium bubbles) can be
expanded by use of an approximation such as grouping or Fokker-
Planck based scheme. The grouping scheme is based on grouping
defects with similar properties into a super cluster, which is further
represented by a pair of equations, i.e. the mean density of the
super cluster and its first order moment [51]. Similarly, the Fokker-
Planck scheme is based on representing the cluster distribution as a
continuous function for a given size, and the evolution of the cluster
distribution is tracked by an advection drift diffusion term.
Although, both these schemes have their pros and cons, the
grouping based implementation is relatively simpler as compared
to Fokker-Planck, and also allows to tune the group width more
easily without any issues related to the transition regime [123],
thereby favoring the use of the grouping based scheme in our
future work. Apart from the restricted cluster space, the extent of
1D diffusion of SIA clusters and the SIA loop unfaulting on defect
evolution for reactor time and length scale has not been investi-
gated thoroughly yet. Additionally, the dislocation half spacing
dictating the climb velocity of the network dislocations was
approximated to be independent of the evolving dislocation den-
sity, i.e. based on an upper bound dislocation density of 1016 m�2.
Although, this approximation is reasonable, accounting for the
intrinsic relation between the dislocation half spacing and the
evolving dislocation density is recommended and will be included
in our future work. Also, in tungsten, studies on the grain bound-
aries and dislocations as fast diffusion pathways (i.e. grain bound-
ary diffusion and pipe diffusion) for He atoms are not conclusive.
Nevertheless, the fast diffusion of He atoms along these defects can
be incorporated in the current model, thereby allowing to investi-
gate the influence of faster diffusion pathways on the overall heli-
um retention. Both the diffusion of hydrogen isotopes and their
interactionwith the neutron induced defects and He atoms, and the
role of other impurities and transmutants as trapping sites for the
defects were not accounted for in the current model. Thus, to
extend the current defect evolution model, the interactions be-
tween the different plasma species, lattice defects and the impu-
rities should be incorporated as well. Note, however that the
incorporation of these interactions will increase the complexity of
the model, the associated computational cost and the associated
challenging demands for experimental studies to enable parameter
identification as well as validation.

5. Summary and conclusions

A multi-scale model describing the microstructural evolution of
tungstenmonoblocks under combined neutron and helium loads in
terms of defect concentrations, at component length scale and time
scales relevant for reactor operation has been developed. The
model is based on a cluster dynamics framework and accounts for
the diffusion of mobile defects along the monoblock depth. In
particular, special emphasis was placed on the diffusion of helium
atoms (He) and the associated nucleation of helium-vacancy clus-
ters (HenVm) by trapping at the lattice defects. The role of temper-
ature on the defect evolution was addressed by considering a
temperature gradient along the monoblock depth, corresponding
to a steady state heat load of 10 MWm�2. The main findings from
the work are:

� The defect evolution simulated at longer irradiation and larger
time scale reveals dominant formation of HenVm clusters (bub-
bles) in the sub-surface layers of the monoblock, due to signif-
icant trapping of He atoms at Vm defects, with relatively lower
concentration in themonoblock bulk. The formation of Vm based
clusters was dominant in the bulk monoblock, due to limited
helium diffusion and relatively lower temperatures.

� The diffusion length scale of He atoms and the corresponding
formation of He bubbles in the monoblock was observed to be
strongly dependent on the neutron assisted resolution, the
temperature driven detrapping from sinks as well as the
mobility of Hen clusters. The inclusion of neutron assisted res-
olution and a temperature drive detrapping mechanism resul-
ted in an increase in the helium diffusion length scales. When
accounting for the mobility of the Hen based cluster, the overall
diffusion length scales of He atoms are lower. Considering the
irradiation time scale of few hundred hours, i.e. reactor time
scale, and the representative physical mechanisms, the diffusion
of He atoms extends to depths up to millimetres in the mono-
block, thereby, highlighting the importance of neutron assisted
resolution and temperature drive sink detrapping on the overall
defect evolution.

� Within the context of the mobility of Hen based clusters, the
overall helium retention in the monoblock was found to be
susceptible to themobility of theHen based clusters. For the case
of mobile Hen clusters, a lower concentration of the He and
HenVm based clusters was found along themonoblock depth due
to increased desorption losses from the monoblock surface.

� The defect evolution following irradiation in themonoblock was
used to obtain a measure of the elastic stored energy. For reactor
irradiation time scales, the elastic stored energy from defects
was higher near the surface and in the monoblock bulk, with
HenVm clusters and network dislocations being the major con-
tributors. The stored energy profiles in the monoblock obtained
in this study are qualitative in nature. Further studies consid-
ering the influence of the loop unfaulting on the population of
network dislocations need to be performed for a more quanti-
tative stored energy analysis in the monoblock.

� For longer irradiation time scales (higher doses), the influence of
the maximum cluster size on the overall defect evolution and
the helium diffusion length scale in the monoblock was
observed to be minor. However, a significant influence on the
distribution of Vm, In, HenVm clusters was observed, with an
artificial restriction along the cluster space border, for the case
when the simulated maximum cluster size was relatively small.
This can be very important when extending the present model
to simulate the size distribution of helium bubbles, loops and
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their influence on other processes such as recrystallization as
well as on mechanical properties (via irradiation hardening).
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Self-interstitial clusters (In):
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Helium clusters (Hen):
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1The rate coefficient for reactions with larger immobile helium
clusters are evaluated as hþh .

Helium - Vacancy clusters (HenVm):
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A.2 Interaction reactions
Table 2
Interaction reactions between different defects and the associated rate coefficients, adapted from [27,57,60,105].

# Reaction Rate coefficients

1 I þ V / 0 kþIþV

2 In þ I # Inþ1 aþn , a�nþ1
3 Vm þ I / Vm�1 kþVmþI

4 HenVm þ I / HenVm�1 kþHenVmþI

5 Inþ I2#Inþ2 bþn , b
�
nþ2

6 Vm þ I2 / Vm�2 kþVmþI2
7 HenVm þ I2 / HenVm-2 kþHenVmþI2
8 In þ V / In�1 kþInþV , k

�
In�1þV

9 Vm þ V # Vmþ1 gþm , g�mþ1
10 Hen þ V # HenV kþHenþV ,k

�
HenV

11 HenVm þ V # HenVmþ1 uþ
m , u

�
mþ1

12 Vm þ He# HeVm kþVmþHe , k
�
HeVm

13 Hen þ He#Henþ1 hþn , h�nþ1
14 HenVm þ He# Henþ1Vm mVþ

nm , mV
�
ðnþ1Þm

15 Hen����!ST
HenV þ I (1) k�ST (n � 6)

16 HenVm ����!TM
HenVmþ1 þ I (1) k�TM (n=m ratio � 8)

17 Hem-n þ Hen/ Hem hþðm�nÞn (2 � n � 5,
m ¼ ½n þ 1�…NHe)

18 Vm þ Hen/ HenVm kþVmþHen
(2 � n � 5,

m ¼ 1…NV )
19 Hen-xVm þ Hex/ HenVm mVþ

ðn�xÞmx (2 � x � 5,

(continued on next page)



Table 2 (continued )

# Reaction Rate coefficients

n ¼ ½x þ 1�…MHe ,
m ¼ 1…NV )

20 D þ q / qD
(2) kþDþq

(q / V ; I; I2)
21 D þ q0 / q0D kþ

Dþq
0 (q0 / Hen, 1 � n � 5)

22 GB þ q / qGB
(2) kþGBþq

(q / V ; I; I2)
23 GB þ q0 / q0GB kþ

GBþq
0 (q0 / Hen, 1 � n � 5)

24
HeGB=HeD ������������������!detrapping

He z�GB=D

25 HeGB=HeD �������������������!resolution
He dresol

26 Hen �������������������!resolution
nHe dresol

27 HenVm ������������������!resolution
nHe þ mV dresol

1 ST denotes self-trapping and TM denotes trap-mutation.
2 D denotes dislocations and GB denotes grain boundaries.
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A.3 Rate coefficients

A.3.1 Defect clusters
Table 3
Expression for the trapping and detrapping rate of the interaction reactions between different defects.

Reaction Trapping rate Detrapping rate Mobile species

Vacancy clusters (Vm)
Vm � I kþVmþI ¼ 4prVm

DI e I

Vm � I2 kþVmþI2
¼ 4prVm

DI2 e I2
Vm � V gþm ¼ 4prVm

DV g�
mþ1 ¼ gþexpð� EbVm�V =kBTÞ=U V

Vm � He kþVmþHe ¼ 4prVm
DHe k�HeVm

¼ kþVmþHeexpð� EbVm�He =kBTÞ=U He

Vm � Hen kþVmþHen
¼ 4prVm

DHen e Hen, 2 � n � 5

SIA loops (In)
In � I aþn ¼ 2prIn Z

In
I DI a�nþ1 ¼ aþn expð� EbIn�I =kBTÞ=U I

In � I2 bþn ¼ 2prIn Z
In
I2
DI2 b�nþ2 ¼ bþn expð� EbIn�I2

=kBTÞ=U I2

In � V kþIn�V ¼ 2prIn Z
In
V DV kþIn�1�V ¼ kþIn�Vexpð� EbIn�V =kBTÞ=U V

Helium clusters (Hen)
Hen - V kþHen � V ¼ 4prHenDV k�HenV ¼ kþHen expð� EbHen � V =kBTÞ=U V

Hen - He hþn ¼ 4prHenDHe h�nþ1 ¼ hþn expð� EbHen � He =kBTÞ=U He

Hen-x - Hex hþðn�xÞx ¼ 4prHen�x
DHex e Hex, 2 � x � 5,

ðn � xÞ>5
HeSTn e k�ST ¼ 4prHenDIexpð� ESTn =kBTÞ=U I

Helium-Vacancy clusters (HenVm)
HenVm - I kþHenVm� I ¼ 4prVm

DI e I

HenVm - I2 kþHenVm�I2
¼ 4prVm

DI2 e I2
HenVm - V uþ

m ¼ 4prVm
DV u�

mþ1 ¼ uþ
mexpð� EbHenVm�V =kBTÞ=U V

HenVm - He mþnm ¼ 4prVm
DHe m�ðnþ1Þm ¼ mþnmexpð� EbHenVm � He =kBTÞ=U He

Hen-xVm - Hex mþðn�xÞmx ¼ 4prVm
DHex e Hex, 2 � x � 5

HenVTM
m e k�TM ¼ 4prVm

DIexpð� ETMn=m =kBTÞ=U I

Recombination of Frenkel pair
I� V kþIþV ¼ 4prIV ðDI þ DV Þ I;V

Reaction of mobile helium clusters
Hen-x - Hex hþðn�xÞx ¼ 4pðrHen�x

þ rHex ÞðDHen�x
þ DHex Þ ðn� xÞ � 5,

2 � x � 5
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A.3.2 Microstructural sinks
Table 4
Expression for the trapping rate of the mobile defects at the microstructural sinks.

Reaction Trapping rate Matrix sink strength Mobile species

GB� I kþGB�I ¼ f ðSmI ÞDI SmI ¼ D�1
I ½PNI�1

n¼1 aþn CIn þPMV
m¼1k

þ
VmþICVm

þPNHe
n¼1
PMV

m¼1k
þ
HenVmþICHenVm

� I

GB� I2 kþGB�I2
¼ f ðSmI2 ÞDI2 SmI2 ¼ D�1

I2
½PNI�2

n¼1 bnCIn þPMV
m¼1k

þ
VmþI2

CVm
þPNHe

n¼1
PMV

m¼1k
þ
HenVmþI2

CHenVm
� I2

GB� V kþGB�V ¼ f ðSmV ÞDV SmV ¼ D�1
V ½PNI

n¼1k
þ
InþVCIn þPMV�1

m¼1 gþmCVm
þPNHe

n¼1k
þ
HenþVCHen þPNHe

n¼1
PMV�1

m¼1 uþ
mCHenVm

� V

GB � He kþGB�He ¼ f ðSmHeÞDHe SmHe ¼ D�1
He ½
PMV

m¼1k
þ
VmþHeCVm

þPNHe�1
n¼1 hþn CHen þPNHe�1

n¼1
PMV

m¼1m
þ
nmCHenVm

� He

GB � Hex , kþGB�Hex
¼ f


SmHex

�
DHex SmHex ¼ D�1

Hex

hPMV
m¼1k

þ
VmþHex

CVm
þPNHe�x

n¼1 hþn CHen þ
PNHe�x

n¼1
PMV

m¼1m
þ
nmxCHenVm

i
Hex

2 � x � 5
D� I kþD�I ¼ rnZ

D
I DI e I

D� I2 kþD�I2
¼ rnZ

D
I2
DI2 e I2

D� V kþD�V ¼ rnZ
D
V DV e He

D � Hex kþD�Hex
¼ rnZ

D
Hex

DHex e Hex
2 � x � 5
A.4 Binding energy relations
Table 5
Binding energy relationship between the defects, based on the capillary approximation and the DFT, MD simulations [57,60,82e84].

# Reaction Binding energy relation [eV]

1 In � I
EbIn�I ¼ EfI þ

EbI2 � EfI
22=3 � 1

½n2=3 � ðn� 1Þ2=3�
2 In � I2 EbIn�I2

¼ EbIn�I þ EbIn�1�I � EbI2
3 In � V

EbIn�V ¼ EfV þ EfI � EbI2
22=3 � 1

½n2=3 � ðn� 1Þ2=3�
4 Vm � V

EbVm�V ¼ EfV þ EbV2
� EfV

22=3 � 1
½m2=3 � ðm� 1Þ2=3�

5 HeeHe
EbHen � He ¼ EfHe þ

EbHe2 � EfHe
22=3 � 1

½n2=3 � ðn� 1Þ2=3�
6 HenVm - He EbHenVm � He ¼ 0:015ðn=mÞ2 � 0:36ðn =mÞþ 4:76

7 HenVm - V EbHenVm � V ¼ � 0:14ðn=mÞ2 þ 2:55ðn =mÞ� 0:82

8 Hen /
ST

HenV þ I EbST ¼ 0:002ðnÞ4 � 0:011n3 þ 0:227n2 � 2:158nþ 7:1803

9 HenVm /
TM

HenVmþ1 þ I EbTM ¼ 0:0006ðn=mÞ3 � 0:0244ðn=mÞ2 þ 0:1551ðn =mÞþ 0:9190
Table 6
Formation and binding energy of the defect species, used to derive the binding energies for larger clusters in Table 5.

Defect type, q Formation energy, Ef
q
[eV] Binding energy, Eb

q
[eV] Reference

V 3.80 e Ahlgren et al. [90]
I 9.46 e Olsson [91]
He 4.00 e Becquart et al. [84]
V2 e 0.65 Ahlgren et al. [90]
I2 e 2.12 Becquart et al. [84]
He2 e 1.02 Becquart et al. [84]
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A.5 Diffusivity of mobile defects
Table 7
Migration energy and diffusion pre-exponential factors of mobile defects, used to determine the temperature dependent diffusivity.

Defect type, q Migration energy, Em
q

[eV] Pre-exponential factor, D0
q
[m2s�1] Reference

V 1.66 177 � 10�8 Becquart et al. [84]
I 0.013 8.77 � 10�8 Becquart et al. [84]
I2 0.024 7.97 � 10�8 Faney et al. [27]
He 0.06 2.95 � 10�8 Becquart et al. [84]
He2 0.2 3.24 � 10�8 Faney et al. [27]
He3 0.25 2.26 � 10�8 Faney et al. [27]
He4 0.2 1.68 � 10�8 Faney et al. [27]
He5 0.12 0.52 � 10�8 Faney et al. [27]
Table 8
Temperature dependent diffusivity of mobile defects, based on the pa-
rameters from Table 7.

Diffusivity Equation

DI DI¼ D0
I exp(� EmI =kBT)

DV DV ¼ D0
V exp(� EmV =kBT)

DHe DHe ¼ D0
He exp(� EmHe=kBT)

DHe2 DHe2 ¼ D0
He2

exp(� EmHe2 =kBT)
DHe3 DHe3 ¼ D0

He3
exp(� EmHe3 =kBT)

DHe4 DHe4 ¼ D0
He4

exp(� EmHe4 =kBT)
DHe5 DHe5 ¼ D0

He5
exp(� EmHe5 =kBT)
A.6 Simulation parameters
Table 9
Simulation parameters used in the spatially dependent cluster dynamics model.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit Reference

Lattice parameter a0 0.316 nm Lassner and Schubert [124]
Atomic volume U a30=2 nm3 Li et al. [57,60]

Burgers vector b 0.274 nm Li et al. [57,60]
Boltzmann’s constant k 8.617 � 10�5 eV K�1

Atomic weight M 183.84 g mol�1 Lassner and Schubert [124]
Mass density rat 19.25 � 106 g m�3 Lassner and Schubert [124]
Shear Modulus m 161 � 109 Nm�2

Atomic density Nat 6.30 � 1028 atoms m�3

Radius of Helium atom rHe 0.30 nm Faney and Wirth [76]
Helium vibrational frequency vHe 6 � 1010 s�1 Becquart et al. [84]
Recombination radius (IeV) rIV 0.465 nm Li et al. [57,60]
Maximum V cluster size MV 15 e

Maximum I cluster size NI 15 e

Maximum He cluster size NHe 15 e

Number of nodes Nx 50 e

Irradiation time tirr 1000 hours
He ion flux fHe 1 � 1022 ions m�2s�1 Federici et al. [6]
He ion energy EHe 100 eV Iwakiri et al. [32]
Initial network - rinit 1012 m�2

dislocation density
Pinned dislocation density rp 0.05� rn m�2

Grain size d 3 mm
Capture efficiency factor
SIA loop - I ZInI

1.2 e Li et al. [57]

SIA loop - I2 ZInI2
1.2 e Li et al. [57]

SIA loop - V ZInV
1.0 e Li et al. [57]

Dislocation line - I ZDI 1.2 e Li et al. [57]

Dislocation line - I2 ZDI2
1.2 e Li et al. [57]

Dislocation line - V ZDV 1.0 e Li et al. [57]

Dislocation line - Hex ZDHex
1.0 e Xu et al. [125]

1 � x � 5
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B FEM: Temperature profile
Fig. 17. Temperature distribution in the monoblock considering the steady state heat
load of 10 MWm�2, simulated using the ANSYS FEM platform by Panayotis et al. [120].
The surface temperature is in the range 1230+C (monoblock center) - 1320+C
(monoblock edge). The estimated one dimensional temperature profile used in the
current simulations corresponds to the center of the monoblock. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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